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Wolves. Dragon shifters. A fallen kingdom destined to rise again.Wolves. Dragon shifters. A fallen kingdom destined to rise again.

 

Evie Callahan is positive there's something strange going on in Seaton Falls, her new home. The locals are bigger,

stronger, and faster than most. That includes Nick, the boy next door who's become her silver lining in this

godforsaken town.

 

She wants to trust her instincts--about Nick, about what she suspects in Seaton Falls--but rumors of wolves and

dragon shifters makes it hard to tell what's real. With a history of odd dreams and the nagging sense that she's never

belonged, Evie fears she's losing touch with reality. Her concern only grows when someone who's haunted these

dreams is suddenly tangible ... and claims to hold the key to unlocking her true identity.

 

Finding out her entire life has been a lie is scary enough, but what's downright terrifying is discovering who she's

destined to become.

 

Evie's much more than your average, seventeen-year-old girl.

 

And this is her genesis.

 

"An intriguing mix of romance, fantasy, and heart-pounding action. I can't wait for the next installment in this"An intriguing mix of romance, fantasy, and heart-pounding action. I can't wait for the next installment in this

series!" series!" ★★★★★ -Jaymin Eve (USA Today bestselling author of -Jaymin Eve (USA Today bestselling author of  thethe "Supernatural Prison" series) "Supernatural Prison" series)
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"Once in a Blue Moon, I will come across a book that completely engrosses me, where I feel I share the same world

with the characters and then I finish the book, missing them like mad. This was that book." ★★★★★ -Amazon

Review

 

"So much better than Twilight!" ★★★★★ -Bookishly Slytherin Blog

 

"This book will consume you!" ★★★★★  -Amazon Review

 

"Have you ever found a book so epic that even when you're not reading it, you're thinking about it? That's how

fantastic this book is." ★★★★★ -Amazon Review

 

"This book is a wild ride of fun, adventure, and magic!" ★★★★★  -Ashley Gallegos (founder of Indie Book Connect

Subscription Box)

  

The Lost Royals Saga is an upper YA/NA crossover. This is a tale of long-forgotten royalty and a fated love tooThe Lost Royals Saga is an upper YA/NA crossover. This is a tale of long-forgotten royalty and a fated love too

powerful for time to erase. It's the ideal paranormal romance for fans of urban fantasy and star-crossed love.powerful for time to erase. It's the ideal paranormal romance for fans of urban fantasy and star-crossed love.

This book is for anyone who loves:This book is for anyone who loves:

* Shifter Romance (Dragons and Werewolves/lycans)* Shifter Romance (Dragons and Werewolves/lycans)

* Teen and Young Adult Paranormal Romance* Teen and Young Adult Paranormal Romance

* New Adult Paranormal Romance* New Adult Paranormal Romance

* Magical Powers and Supernatural Creatures* Magical Powers and Supernatural Creatures

* Alternative Reality and Alternative History* Alternative Reality and Alternative History

* Tales of forbidden love* Tales of forbidden love

* Fiction involving lost princesses and fallen or ruined kingdoms* Fiction involving lost princesses and fallen or ruined kingdoms

This is BOOK ONE in the Lost Royals saga. BOOK TWO, "Dark Side of the Moon", is also available.This is BOOK ONE in the Lost Royals saga. BOOK TWO, "Dark Side of the Moon", is also available.

******Grab your copy of THE GENESIS OF EVANGELINE THE GENESIS OF EVANGELINE today!******
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